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Development of travelling at water affair region need to pay attention for continuity of continuation area. Not only for commercial area, it has principle purpose as natural resources which has relationship in around of ecosystem. So, provision of facilities in travelling area has to support and control a conservative travelling order. Lake at Ngebel Ponorogo is one of regions which improve as a nature travelling place of Indonesia. Generally, now it reduces area quality of several points and to prevent probability of biggest effect, it needs a development travelling concept, by redesign of Lake Ngabel at Ponorogo Park Travelling concept in focus of waterfront development rule. Except, to repair a facility and complete a travelling activity as ever, it offers a balance between indoor and outdoor facility by developing a boardwalk concept in edge area as a place to activity for tourims in edge lake area. And applicated architecture ecology theme in this redesign of lake park travelling concept. So, to hope this redesigning could operate together and get a contribution of continuity of continuation area.